
URSA

(Please note that I’m basically using 
the same approach as used for the 
Shadowmen in Episode 13 of the 
video series, but with a stronger 

OSL element...)

I’ve primed the miniature in black fol-
lowed with some grey zenithal high-
lights, and I’ve also applied some white 
from a bit of an angle to create a glow-
like effect coming from the raised 

hand:

I’m now using some pure white to pick out a few initial highlights as well 
as the eyes:

As per the video I’m now using 
Thrash Metal mixed with a little 

Black to paint the metalwork:

And I’m now mixing in some White, 
and using this to add a few high-
lights to the weapon and armour:



I’m now using a 3:1 mix of the Aethermatic Blue Contrast Colour and Valle-
jo’s Fluorescent Yellow to colour the entire figure:

And once that’s dry I’m using Guilli-
man Flesh to introduce some warm-
er orangey tones, especially for the 

more shadowed areas:

This can be thinned with Contrast 
Medium when covering larger are-

as...

...and it can be used neat for the 
more recessed parts:

I’m adding plenty of “light” to the 
right side of the chest armour:



I’m also using some Magos Purple to add some further tonal variation:

Next I’m using some Chestnut and 
Violet inks to add some dark lining 
and some depth the the deepest 

recesses:



Here I’ve just stippled some tex-
ured highlights on to the flatter ar-

eas of armour:

Even in these more shadowed ar-
eas I’m picking out a few glinting 

highlights:

Next I’m using pure white to re-apply some highlights which I’ll be paint-
ing over with the OSL tone in a moment:

I’m now freely using the Secret 
Weapon rust tones (Orange Rust 
and Old Rust) to add some further 

colour interest:



I’m then brushing this over the right 
arm and surrounding areas that I 
imagine would be hit with the light:

I’ve also picked out the eyes with 
the white:

I’m now creating my fluorescent 
OSL tone using Fluorescent Green 
and Yellow, thinned with a little 

Glaxe Medium:

I’m freely adding additional high-
lights - such as to the hammer - and 
layers of the OSL glaze as needed:



I’m now adding some dusty weathering to the lower areas using a mix of 
Tenere Yellow and Gobi Brown:

I’m now finishing Ursa off by proving my basing as usual, using the Dark 
Earth basing paste, along with a few cork rocks:

I’m now providing a light dry brush, some Agrax Earthshade, and a touch of OSL:

And this is a little Typhus Corrosion:



  
And this completes Ursa!

And finally some grass and a few dead leaves...





PAINT LIST

Titanium White (S)
Thrash Metal (SC)

Black (VMC)
Aethermatic Blue (GW)

Fluorescent Yellow (VMC)
Guilliman Flesh (GW)
Magos Purple (GW)

Fluorescent Green (VMC)
Orange Rush (SW)

Old Rust (SW)
Chestnut Ink (SC)

Violet Ink (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)

Gobi Brown (SC)

GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color, VGC = Vallejo Game Color, S = Schmincke, DR = Daler Rowney, 
SW = Secret Weapon, SW = Secret Weapon


